Turfscape Ranges of Synthetic Grass

Maintaining the Synthetic Grass
It is possible to enjoy an attractive, luxurious artificial
lawn for many years with the minimum of
maintenance.
Some cleaning tips:• Cleaning. Remove leaves, weeds and other debris
immediately by means of a blower. It is important to
keep artificial grass clean at all times.
Brushing. Synthetic grass fibers
tend to lay flat after usage.
Periodically brushing the fibers
with a hard bristle broom will
remedy this. Brushing should
be done against the grain of the
fibers.
• Blowing. Keep the artificial turf clean with a leaf
blower or brush. If you did invest in a large area of
artificial lawn, it's worth investing in a brush machine.
If your synthetic lawn is the "infill type" (sand and/or
rubber), and you do use a blower, do not blow directly
into the synthetic lawn fibers as all the infill will blow
away. Blow with an angle on the artificial grass.
• Weed control. By keeping the artificial lawn clean
will prevent weed growth between the fibers. Weeds can be
easily removed by plucking, brushing or raking the grass. Make
sure weeds are removed before they
can take root, especially along the edges of the turf. A number
of environmentally friendly products can be purchased at home
improvement centers and garden centers that kill algae, moss
and weeds directly. If the instructions are followed carefully,
the artificial lawn will not suffer any damage.
• Chemicals. Do not use any chemicals directly on your
artificial grass. Household dishwashing liquid can be used if
needed.
Rarely should it be necessary to make use of soap, as water will
be more than adequate to clean your synthetic lawn.
Damages to artificial grass can be repaired. The damaged piece
of artificial turf is cut out and replaced by a new piece. It is
therefore advisable to save any remnants of your synthetic grass
left over after the installation. These can be used for any
repairs. You must be aware of the fact that used artificial grass
will look differently than new grass, even when it is the same
product. A repair usually remains visible for a while. Over
time, this difference incolor will be less and less visible.

Synscape is our flagship grass. Artificial grass cannot look more realistic than our Synscape range.
The Synscape is handsdown one of the most popular artificial grass currently in South Africa for
garden, balcony, pool, patio, rooms or whatever your need maybe. One of these synthetic lawn
types will enchant you and be the perfect choice for your project. Not only do we rave about the
Synscape itself, but have a look at the price structure of the product range. Look no further than
the Synscape range artificial lawn.

SYNSCAPE
Best valued synthetic grass in South Africa...
Look no further than the Synscape range artificial lawn. Most artificial grass distributors
in South Africa sell the same ranges of the same grass types at the same prices. Very
few synthetic grass retailers sells our Synscape product range.
That is why we call it our flagship product as it directly reflects our quality, standard
and leadership in the synthetic grass industry in South Africa.
Our Synscape range is specially imported for its aesthetic value as a grass substitute
for lawns. The height and density of the grass are carefully matched to provide the
ultimate natural looking kikuyu grass effect.
The Synscape range is a ravishing artificial grass that can be installed at any location,
whether in the shade or in sunny areas, very soft and yet, extremely strong and
durable.
Synscape has become very popular the past year for areas such as around your
swimming pool or Jacuzzi, garden, balconies, playgrounds, children rooms,
restaurants, landscaping, etc.
Our Synscape artificial Lawn is guaranteed to add that extra touch of luxury, of class, of
enjoyment to your preferred area. The fibers is made of high-quality polyethylene that
will retains its realistic Kikuyu green color and texture, year after year. The grass fibers
are UV protected, hence our 5-year warranty on color fastness. Synscape artificial
Lawn is a safe investment for many years.
We provide Synscape in three different pile heights, 20mm, 25mm and 30mm also
called Lux. Please note that prices may change without prior notice. Contact us for the
latest prices.
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How do I choose the
correct artificial grass?
When deciding on installing Synthetic grass, the first thing
to think about is long term investment. It is an expensive
product, even more so if you cannot DIY your project.
BUT... you don't have to pay extraordinary prices for
Synthetic grass. Do consider cheaper artificial grass options.
Sales people will tell you to stay away from imported grass
for many reasons. There is no reason to follow that advice.
Importers will often give you a better product for half the
price and the same warrantee that anybody offers you.
Depending on the intended use, there are several options in
various price ranges. Choose a budget-friendly alternative if
aesthetic value is of lesser importance. An important thing
when choosing Artificial grass is to have a look at the
backing (It should be a tuff, hard, robust backing, and not a
soft rubbery backing). There are many varieties of synthetic
grass types now available, and to choose the correct type, is
becoming increasingly difficult. However, there are certain
criteria that you should take into account when you consider
installing synthetic grass.
The first step is to decide which type of artificial grass is
most suitable for your project. Base your decision on the
nature of the usage, as well as your personal preferences in
terms of color combinations and softness. The best way to
get a good feel of the product is to physically compare
samples, touch, walk, feel, test backing, etc. Whichever type
of synthetic grass is most suitable depends on the location
and intensity of expected use, i.e. high traffic volumes, go
for more robust, shorter pile height, just aesthetics purposes,
go for midrange pile height, garden, pool areas, go for a
longer, softer pile height, etc.
Inexpensive artificial turf does not necessarily have to be of
poor quality, nor is expensive turf always of high quality. The
quality of the synthetic materials used naturally determines
the cost price and, as a result, the expected life span.
What is the main purpose of the grass and what is it going
to be used for? There are grass types that can be used for
more than one purpose (multipurpose). Define the primary
use of the grass and base your decisions on that.
Should it be an infill or a non-infill product. Some grass
types need to have an infill to fully justify its looks. It might
also be that the infill is part of the warrantee process. This
will probably look very good, but, does the area you want to
cover with synthetic grass be suitable for an infill type of
grass, i.e. grass around a pool or grass on a steep slope.
Guaranteed the infill will land in your pool, or will be
washed away with heavy rains if installed on a too steep of a
slope. Don't take the first synthetic grass sample shown to
you. A good idea is to get samples of the grass types you're
interested in, and then base your decision on what you see
and feel. Remember, this should be a long term investment
decision, and there is a big difference between synthetic
grass, and fake grass.

For pricing on our Artificial grass ranges, please contact us 0n 083 661 8759 / 082
661 1134 or alternatively please refer to our website www.Turfscapes.co.za.
For prices on our grass types, just click on the name of the grass.
(P.S. You need an Internet connection for pricing functionality)

PAVILLION
Pavillion is a non infill type grass. The fibers is double stitched,
making it quite dense. The color of is described as a grandstand
green. Tend to look a lot artificial. Ideal for balconies and pool
surroundings The pile heigh is 20mm and the yarn is made of
polyethylene. The roles are 4m wide and the grass is priced per
m² and is sold per linear meter.

Ideal for Patios, Balconies, etc type of
installations

Fibre Grass
The pile height of Fiber Grass 173 is 10mm. These Fibre Grass
types are not recommended for a permanet outdoor installation.
The roles are 2.5m wide and the grass is priced per m² and is sold
per linear meter. Mainly used on cricket pitches, and should be
glued down.
Ideal for Putt-Putt, Mini cricket, NOT
for outside garden installations

Oval / SynCricket
Grass is specificaly designed for cricket pitches. Oval & SynCricket is a more superior
pitch cover that the fiber grass. The main advantages of Oval and SynCricket is the control
of the speed the ball comming on to the bad, and it offers more grip for spin bowling. The
grass is infilled with silica sand (brushed into the fibers) to protect the fibers and grass
from excessive wear and tear, also act as the stimp speed controlling agent. Sand required
is 4-6Kg/m². Roles are 2m and 4m wide and the grass is Priced per m² and is sold per
linear meter.

Artificial Cricket pitches. Durable and
long lasting grass. Control speed of
ball coming on to bat with SIlica Sand
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The most important thing to remember when installing Synthetic grass in your garden, is that
artificial grass requires a different sub base and ground preparation than natural grass.
You should NEVER lay Synthetic grass directly on top of your soil. Prepare a proper drainage sub
base before installation. This will ensure you enjoy your Synthetic grass for many years to come.
For more information on Subbases, refer to our webpage:- www.Turfscapes.co.za

SYN40/50/60
Our Soccer grass range, and mostly installed at playgrounds, with the 50/60mm
directly underneath the jungle gyms for extra protection and critical fall height. The Syn
40 is infilled with sillica sand and rubber granules to a specific height, making this
grass ideal for playgrounds, soft and very durable. An addisional R40.00 to R50.00 per
m² must be added to the Synthetic Grass price for the infill material.
Roles are 4m wide and the grass is Priced per m² and is sold per linear meter.
Suitable for playgrounds
and soccer pitches

PRO-PUTT
The Pro-Putt artificial grass is another very popular product that is becoming the choice
by most golfers. Most of Pro Shop's putting greens were done by us, using the Pro-Putt
artificial grass.
A huge advantage of the Pro-Putt is the fact that its stimp speed can be varied from 7
to 10. This is done by brushing in a very fine washed sillica sand between the fibers for
optimum speed. Our Synscape grass is a stunning choice for fringes along your putting
green

We have done all Pro-Shop's
putting greens with Pro-Putt

SYN27 New Addition
Very similar than our Syn40/50/60 range but this grass is usaly installed in gardens
where jungle gym equipment is planted. An infill of Silica sand or rubber or both is
recommended with this grass making it very soft and very durable. An addisional
R40.00 to R50.00 per m² must be added to the Synthetic Grass price for the infill
material.Roles are 4m wide and the grass is Priced per m² and is sold per linear
meter.
Garden / Playground combination
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What are the Benifits
of installing Synthetic grass?
The main reasons why most people choose artificial turf include low
maintenance, high functionality and aesthetic or decorative value.
Other benefits or advantages are:• No more spraying pesticides
• No more mowing
• No more watering (irrigation)
• No more fertilising or reseeding
• Far fewer vermin
• Minimum maintenance
• Always nice and green (decorative value depends on type of turf
chosen)
• Ideal for people with (grass) allergies
• Looks real and wonderfully soft
• Can be used intensively and does not fade
• Some green when your area is just paving(aesthetic/decorative
value)
• Dries quick (Huge benefit for Kindergardens)
• Easy to clean and will with stand all the South African's harsh
climates
• Can also be used in shops, outlets, trade shows and exhibitions
• Ideal for holiday homes when maintenance of lawns is not practical
• Best solution for elderly homeowners who find the upkeep of lawns
too much hard work
• Most suitable for roof gardens and swimming pool surrounds • Easy
to clean and will with stand all the South African's harsh climates

Disadvantages of Synthetic Grass
Apart from the fact that Artificial grass is expensive, other
disadvantages are that artificial grasis much warmer in the
summer heat than natural grass. This is due to the fact that
artificial grass do not Photosynthesis as normal kikuyu grass.
It's also bit darker than natural grass, which leads itself to
attract the sun more
A visual disadvantage of artificial grass is the fact that it does
not change color along with the seasons. This disadvantage
can be 60% eliminated by choosing the correct color/type of
synthetic grass. Artificial grass may be low maintenance (see
below ) but certainly not entirely maintenance-free, as is often
believed.
Long-term use also subjects the artificial grass to normal wear
and tear which lead to the synthetic grass flattening. The level
of wear and tear depends on how intensely the turf is used.
Certain actions can be taken to prevent flattening. This a
should be part of your normal maintanance routines. See
below for more information on maintaining your synthetic
grass.
The biggest disadvantage and/or aspect that is often oversee or
not talked about, is the fact that artificial grass requires
professional installation. Very often an unprofessional
installation (certainly when it comes to large surface areas)
often leads to unsatisfying results. Remember, In the long
term, a professional installation pays for itself, also in terms of
the pleasure derived from use and the durabilty of the
synthetic grass.

As with everything in life, Artificial grass also have Pro's, Con's and Myths.
Refer to our webpage:- www.Turfscapes.co.za for more information and please read our
wiki's regarding Synthetic grass.
Garantee it will will help you make a more informed desicion when considering
installing Artificial Grass.

SynFine
The Synfine is a very light duty artificial grass that is not suitable for permanent
installations. The pile height of the Synfine is 10mm. The Synfine is mainly used as a
temporarily artificial grass carpet for kids to play on in a safe environment or
exhibitionists for display purposes. The Synfine grass backing is very soft, flexible and
light weight, making it ideal for these purposes and transporting it..
Roles are 2m wide and the grass is Priced per m² and is sold per linear meter.

Ideal for Exhibitionists, Advertising,
etc type of installations

Garden Grasses (Tempo, Parklands, Country Club)
Our Garden grasses are the local grasses sold by most other retailers in South Africa.
These grass types are mainly supplied by Duraturf (Belgotex). The roles are 4m wide and
is selling per linear meters. We do NOT carry any stock and needs to order the artificial
grass as ordered. They all are Non infill types

Belgotex Range of Artificial Grass

Color Grass
Our Kaleidoscope of synthetic grass will definably bring color to your projects. Colors are
fixed and cannot be changed to any other color. Other colors cannot be ordered.
Our range of color synthetic grass is covered by Green, Turquoise, Grey, Blue, Red and
Brown.
The grass is not a stock item and is ordered per m². Orders normally takes 2-3 days
Green, Blue, Brown, Turquiose & Grey
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Maintaining the Synthetic Grass
It is possible to enjoy an attractive, luxurious artificial
lawn for many years with the minimum of
maintenance.
Some cleaning tips:• Cleaning. Remove leaves, weeds and other debris
immediately by means of a blower. It is important to
keep artificial grass clean at all times.
Brushing. Synthetic grass fibers
tend to lay flat after usage.
Periodically brushing the fibers
with a hard bristle broom will
remedy this. Brushing should
be done against the grain of the
fibers.
• Blowing. Keep the artificial turf clean with a leaf
blower or brush. If you did invest in a large area of
artificial lawn, it's worth investing in a brush machine.
If your synthetic lawn is the "infill type" (sand and/or
rubber), and you do use a blower, do not blow directly
into the synthetic lawn fibers as all the infill will blow
away. Blow with an angle on the artificial grass.
• Weed control. By keeping the artificial lawn clean
will prevent weed growth between the fibers. Weeds can be
easily removed by plucking, brushing or raking the grass. Make
sure weeds are removed before they
can take root, especially along the edges of the turf. A number
of environmentally friendly products can be purchased at home
improvement centers and garden centers that kill algae, moss
and weeds directly. If the instructions are followed carefully,
the artificial lawn will not suffer any damage.
• Chemicals. Do not use any chemicals directly on your
artificial grass. Household dishwashing liquid can be used if
needed.
Rarely should it be necessary to make use of soap, as water will
be more than adequate to clean your synthetic lawn.
Damages to artificial grass can be repaired. The damaged piece
of artificial turf is cut out and replaced by a new piece. It is
therefore advisable to save any remnants of your synthetic grass
left over after the installation. These can be used for any
repairs. You must be aware of the fact that used artificial grass
will look differently than new grass, even when it is the same
product. A repair usually remains visible for a while. Over
time, this difference incolor will be less and less visible.

Synscape is our flagship grass. Artificial grass cannot look more realistic than our Synscape range.
The Synscape is handsdown one of the most popular artificial grass currently in South Africa for
garden, balcony, pool, patio, rooms or whatever your need maybe. One of these synthetic lawn
types will enchant you and be the perfect choice for your project. Not only do we rave about the
Synscape itself, but have a look at the price structure of the product range. Look no further than
the Synscape range artificial lawn.

SYNSCAPE
Best valued synthetic grass in South Africa...
Look no further than the Synscape range artificial lawn. Most artificial grass distributors
in South Africa sell the same ranges of the same grass types at the same prices. Very
few synthetic grass retailers sells our Synscape product range.
That is why we call it our flagship product as it directly reflects our quality, standard
and leadership in the synthetic grass industry in South Africa.
Our Synscape range is specially imported for its aesthetic value as a grass substitute
for lawns. The height and density of the grass are carefully matched to provide the
ultimate natural looking kikuyu grass effect.
The Synscape range is a ravishing artificial grass that can be installed at any location,
whether in the shade or in sunny areas, very soft and yet, extremely strong and
durable.
Synscape has become very popular the past year for areas such as around your
swimming pool or Jacuzzi, garden, balconies, playgrounds, children rooms,
restaurants, landscaping, etc.
Our Synscape artificial Lawn is guaranteed to add that extra touch of luxury, of class, of
enjoyment to your preferred area. The fibers is made of high-quality polyethylene that
will retains its realistic Kikuyu green color and texture, year after year. The grass fibers
are UV protected, hence our 5-year warranty on color fastness. Synscape artificial
Lawn is a safe investment for many years.
We provide Synscape in three different pile heights, 20mm, 25mm and 30mm also
called Lux. Please note that prices may change without prior notice. Contact us for the
latest prices.
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Why Choose Us?

About Us

WE STYLE
SYNTHETIC GRASS WITH STYLE

Turfscape is the fastest growing Synthetic grass supplier in
South Africa FACT!!! We offer wholesale prices and
unmatched quality synthetic grass products. Our quality
range of artificial grass products offers an uncompromised,
natural look and luxury. Because we are leaders in the
Synthetic Grass industry, we display our integrity by using
facts to support our products and services. No Watering, No
Mowing, No Maintenance, Just Perfect Grass all year round.
With over 20 years of experience in the construction and
renovation of various sports facilities we proudly distinguish
ourselves by performing turn-key projects while adapting to
any kind of local conditions.
With our experience, adaptability, professionalism and
flexibility, our team endeavor to provide high-end, quality
projects every time while complying with very tight time
schedules.
As an associate member of ASGI, we can ensure the best
innovative ways to provide you with the best solutions for
your project, by helping you to make a more informed
decision before selecting the type of artificial grass that will
suite your project.

Trust in our experience
Simply put, we listen and understand your needs regarding
your project. Close collaboration with many companies,
home owners, schools, clubs and practices like yours has
given us valuable expertise that readily translates into a key
area of trust.

Trust in our solutions
There’s tremendous value in providing quality Synthetic
grass products, that match your needs at a cost effective
price and functions the way you intended. To complement
that powerful portfolio, we provide a variety of products,
services and support offerings that tap into the experience
base of our team..

Trust in our results
Over time, with our high quality synthetic grass products
and innovative ways to provide best solutions, Turfscape
began to build a reputation for delivering the high
quality projects. You become known by your client base.
These relationships were founded on a genuine interest
in creating win-win scenario between our clients and us.

We’d be pleased to apply our experience, solutions
and results on your behalf and start to gain your
trust.

Turfscape is fast becoming South Africa's leading
Synthetic Grass company.
We are a major service provider to many well known
schools, clubs, Colleges and Pro Shops.
We aim to achieve the best user-friendly facilities for all
our clients with innovative ways.
Turfscape has a long tradition in Artificial Grass
leadership and innovation. We continue to expand
our product line and services to meet emerging
customer needs. Not only are we a leading company
in the supply of Synthetic grass products, but our
broad range of capabilities and professional services
includes the following:* Construction of Synthetic Cricket Pitches (Practice
purposes)
* Cricket net construction (Single and Multiple
constructions)
* Synthetic Cricket Pitches (Game purposes)
* Clay Cricket Pitches (Club and school levels)
* Suppliers of high quality cricket clay (Bulli), Sifted
and Pebbles(Tested and Approved by Cricket South
Africa)
Turfscape generates customer satisfaction by exceeding
expectations through creativity, innovation and
teamwork. Through this, we have developed solid
relationships with all our clients over the years. We
constantly monitor and evaluate new products and
propose the best solution to fit your budget and
schedule. Our success derives from a deep
understanding of our clients, to whom all of Turfscape
is committed to deliver exceptional service and value.
Because we are leaders in the Synthetic Grass industry,
we display our integrity and using facts to support our
products and services. We create an environment for
positive change built on collaboration and trust. We
insist on excellence in all we do for clients and
ourselves, striving always for recognition among the
leaders in our industry. We accept individual
responsibility for our commitments and expect to be
accountable for results

TURFSCAPE

Retief Ave 278, Lyttelton, Centurion
0836618759 / 0826111134
www.Turfscapes.co.za
Turfscape@iafrica.com

The newest generation of synthetic grass is soft,
comfortable and appears naturally real.
Artificial grass is the perfect cover for that boring
concrete on your balcony or patio.
It's very easy to turn your balcony or patio into a
beautiful, relaxed, attractive ambience with
Turfscape's range of synthetic grass.
You can enjoy your garden every single day of the
year with an artificial lawn because the newest ranges
of artificial grass has become a beautiful and
practical alternative for gardens.
This durable, unique artificial grass carpet requires
very little maintenance, and is a stylish solution for
any garden.
You will be amazed at how affordable our
artificial grass is compare to other similar
products in the market.

